
 

 

Lab 4 / Module 11 - Spoolers and Jobs 
If you are doing the lab online (with access to TOP and a NonStop server) perform all the tasks listed here in order using TOP at 
your workstation. Use the space provided for your own notes. 

If you are doing the lab offline (without access to TOP or a NonStop server) discuss and write down your answers to as many 
questions as you can. 

For each task also consider how you would perform the task from TACL after logging on to a NonStop server by using TOP's 6530 
terminal emulator. Which method (TOP or TACL) is easier? 

 

1 Start TOP and log on. 

2 Choose a node and display available spooler processes. What are their names? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

3 Select a spooler process and start Spooler Manager. 

                                                                                     

4 Take a moment to look at the main window, making sure you understand the various areas. 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

5 Examine the menu bar. What spooler objects can you manage using the menu? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

6 Examine the Spoolers hierarchy on the left side of the main window. What spooler objects can you manage using the 
hierarchy? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

7 Examine the colored bar graph. What spooler objects are displayed? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

What colors are used to represent object state and what do the colors mean? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

Right-click around the bar graph and notice how the context-sensitive menu changes. 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

8 List all jobs. 

How many jobs are displayed? 

                                                                                     

What states are displayed for the jobs? 

                                                                                     

What do they mean? 

                                                                                     

What is the most common state? 

                                                                                     



 

 

Where are jobs located? 

                                                                                     

What do these locations mean? 

                                                                                     

9 Select a job that you do not own and attempt to view a listing of the contents of the job. What happens? 

                                                                                     

10 Create one or more jobs. 

Note  To quickly create sample jobs, start the 6530 Terminal Emulator, log on, and then type the following at the TACL prompt: 

FILEINFO /OUT $S.#xxxTEST/ 
FILEINFO /OUT $S.#xxxTEST/ $SYSTEM.SYSTEM.* 

where xxx are your initials. 

These FILEINFO commands create file listings and send the listings to the spooler location $S.#xxxTEST. 

11 Search for and list all jobs that you own. What is the fastest way to do this? What are their job numbers? 

                                                                                     

12 Select a job that you own and view a listing of the contents of the job. Use the Prev, Next, First, Last, and other buttons to 
navigate through the listing. 

                                                                                     

13 View the details of a job. 

                                                                                     

14 Save a job to your workstation as a text file, HTML document, and PDF document. Display the job on the workstation in each 
file format. 

                                                                                     

15 If you have access to email, distribute a job to an email address. Check that the job has arrived. 

                                                                                     

16 If you have access to FTP, distribute a job to an FTP location. Check that the job has arrived. 

                                                                                     

17 List streams and add a stream that distributes jobs to the destination(s) of your choice. Send a job to the location defined in the 
stream and confirm that the job is distributed to the destination(s). 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

18 List supervisors, collectors, print processes, devices, and locations. What information is displayed? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

19 List monitor definitions. Are there any default monitor definitions? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     



 

 

20 Find out the total number of jobs currently in the spooler. Add a monitor definition that is triggered when the job count exceeds 
this number. Define actions such as flashing the window and/or playing a sound. Add one or two more jobs to the spooler. 
What happens? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

21 Use the Generate Config Script wizard to create a configuration script (saving the file in your own subvolume). Display the 
script using TOP's editor. When would you use this file? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

22 Use the Configure New Component wizard to create a configuration script (saving the file in your own subvolume). Display the 
script using TOP's editor. When would you use this file? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

23 Use the Generate New Spooler wizard to create a configuration script (saving the file in your own subvolume). Display the 
script using TOP's editor. When would you use this file? 

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

                                                                                     

24 Log off from TOP and the local NonStop server. 


